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 .This work is concerned with passive stochastic approximation PSA algorithms
having vanishing or decreasing step size and window width. Unlike the traditional
stochastic approximation methods, the passive stochastic approximation algorithms
utilize passive strategies. Under the framework of PSA, not only the measurement
 4noise is unobservable, but also the ``state'' x is a randomly generated sequence.n
 4In our formulation, both the observation noise and the randomly generated xn
are correlated random processes. Under rather general conditions, w.p.1. conver-
gence of the algorithms is established. Then upper bounds on estimation errors are
obtained. It is shown that the bounds depend on the smoothness of the function
under consideration in an essential way, which reveals another distinct feature of
the passive algorithms. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
The main goal of this work is to investigate the asymptotic properties of
passive stochastic approximation algorithms with decreasing step size and
window width. We obtain sufficient conditions for with probability one
 .w.p.1 convergence and we derive upper bounds of the estimation errors
under rather general conditions.
Various applications in control theory and optimization often require
 .  .one find the solution of f x s 0 for some nonlinear function f ? . Very
often either the form of the function is quite complex or it is not available
at all; only noisy measurements are available. Thus one is forced to use
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methods such as stochastic approximation to resolve the problems. In
 w x.many situations for instance, the example considered in 16 , however,
both the input and output are subject to errors and the standard or
traditional stochastic approximation methods are not applicable. Neverthe-
less, these problems fit into the framework of passive stochastic approxi-
mation, where unlike the traditional approach, passive strategies rather
than active strategies are employed.
 .Consider the following problem. Find f x s 0 provided only noisy
 .  4measurements y s f x q j are available, where j is a sequence ofn n n n
 4random variables with mean 0 and x is a randomly generated sequence.n
Compared with the traditional stochastic approximation method, there is
 4an added difficulty: The sequence x is generated passively and cannotn
be chosen in accordance with the experimenter's desire. This difficulty
prevents us from using the traditional stochastic approximation methods of
the form:
x s x q a y . 1 .nq1 n n n
w x  4Hardel and Nixdorf 2 suggested using another sequence z to approx-È n
 .  4imate the zero of f ? . The sequence z is given byn
a x y zn n n
z s z q K y , 2 .nq1 n n /h hn n
where a is the step size of the algorithm, h represents the window width,n n
 .  .and K ? is a kernel function. The purpose of this kernel function K ? is
 4to keep the estimate z not far away from the random ``state'' x . If then n
difference is large, a very small amount of y will be added to the currentn
w xestimate z . A scalar problem was treated in 2 , whereas multidimensionaln
w xcases were studied in 10 . The origin of the passive stochastic approxima-
w xtion can be traced back to an early work of Revesz 12 , in which theÂ
author applied the stochastic approximation methods to a non-parametric
 4estimation problem of a regression function. Note that if x can ben
generated actively, then z s x and the problem reduces to the setting ofn n
classical or traditional stochastic approximation.
w xAlthough some interesting ideas were presented in 2, 10 , in these
 4  4references both the noise j and the randomized sequence x aren n
 .assumed to be independent and identically distributed i.i.d. random
variables. In addition, the noise in the measurements appears in an
additive form. However, for many applications in control and adaptive
signal processing, the random processes are correlated and the noise is
non-additive. As a consequence, the results obtained in the aforemen-
tioned papers have certain limitation.
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w xIn a related work of Yin and Yin 16 , constant step size and window
width algorithms were proposed and analyzed by means of weak conver-
gence methods. Applications to a chemical engineering problem, steady
estimation for a continuously stired-tank-reactor, were also considered.
Our simulations show very promising results.
In the current paper, we examine the algorithm:
a x y zn n n
z s z q K f x , j with initial condition z , 3 .  .nq1 n n n 1 /h hn n
r  . rwhere j , z , x g R , and f ?, ? is an R -valued function. Notice that then n n
w xmodel is much more general than those studied in 2, 10 . The measure-
 .ment noise is not necessarily additive. In fact, in our case, y s f x , j .n n n
 4  4We also remove the i.i.d. restriction on both j and x . Sufficientn n
conditions for w.p.1 convergence will be derived. We then evaluate the
quality of the estimation by deriving upper bounds on the estimation
errors. It is shown that the upper bounds depend explicitly on the smooth-
 .ness of the function f ? and, hence, reveal another distinct feature of the
passive stochastic approximation procedures. This distinct character is a
consequence of the corresponding methods in non-parametric statistics.
The remainder of the paper is arranged as follows. The main assump-
tions and conditions, as well as statements of results, are gathered next. In
Section 3 we present the proof of w.p.1 convergence. This is divided into
two steps. In the first step, we obtain the w.p.1 boundedness of the iterates
and in the second step, we establish the desired convergence property. In
Section 4 we derive the upper bounds on the estimation errors. The main
analytical techniques employed are perturbed Liapunov function methods.
Finally, some further remarks are made in Section 5.
For future reference, we use aX to denote the transpose of a; f and fz z z
denote the first and the second derivatives of f , respectively. In addition, k
stands for a generic positive constant, having possibly different values for
each appearance.
2. CONDITIONS AND RESULTS
 4Throughout this paper, we assume that the measurement noise j isn
exogenous, i.e.,
<P j g A , . . . , j g A z , j , x ; j - n .nq1 1 nqk k 1 j j
<s P j g A , . . . , j g A z , x , j , z ; j - n , .nq1 1 nqk k 1 j j jq1
for all Borel sets A , i F k, and all k and n.i
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To proceed, we make the following assumptions:
 .A1 The step size and window width satisfy
a2n
- `, a h - `, a s `.  n n nhnn n n
 .  .  .A2 The kernel K ? has a bounded support, i.e., K x s 0 for
< <  .x ) R for some R ) 0. In addition, K ? satisfies
K x G 0, K x s K yx , K x dx s 1. .  .  .  .H
 .  4  4A3 The sequences x and j are independent of each other.n k
For each n and each k G n, there exists a conditional density of x givenk
 < .  < .F , denoted by p ? F ; p ? F is continuously differentiable with boundedn k n k n
  < .4derivative. For each n, the sequence p ? F is bounded uniformly.k n k G n
 .There exists a probability density p ? , that is bounded and continuously
 .differentiable having bounded derivative with p z ) 0 for each z such
that
`
< < <E p z F y p z - ` . . n k n
ksn
`
<E p z F y p z - ` . . n k n z
ksn
w.p.1 for each z, where E denotes the conditioning up to n, i.e.,n
 4conditioning on the s-algebra F s s z , x , j ; j - n .n 1 j j
 .A4 There is a twice continuously differentiable Liapunov func-
< <z ª`
 .  .  . <  . < tion V ? such that V z G 0 for all z, V z ª `, V z F k 1 qz
1r2X<  .  . < .  .V z f z , and V ? is bounded uniformly. For some l ) 0, definez z z 0
Q s x ; V x F l . 4 .0 0
X .  .V z f z - yd for each z f Q and for some d ) 0.z 0
 .  .   . .  .  .  .A5 f z, j s f z q a q f z, b q f z g such that f ? , for0 1 2 i
i s 0, 1, 2 are twice continuously differentiable with respect to z and
 .  .  .  4  4  4f ? , f ?, b , and f ? are bounded. a , b , and g are0, z z 2, z z 2, z z n n n
< < 2stationary and are independent of each other. Ea s 0, and E a - `;n n n
 4 < < 2  4g is a martingale difference sequence with E g - `; b is an n n n
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 .  .  .sequence of bounded random variables with Ef z, b s f z y f z for1 n 0
 .  .  .each z and each n. f ? is a bounded function, and f ? and f ? satisfy2 0 1
2 2X X< < < < < < < <f z , j F k 1 q V z f z , f z F k 1 q V z f z .  .  .  .  .  . .  .1 z 0 z
1r2X< < < < < <f z q f z , j F k 1 q V z f z . 4 .  .  .  .  . .0, z 1, z z
X<  .  . <   ..In addition, V z f z F k 1 q V z .z
 .A6 The following inequalities hold:
`
< <E a F k , n i
isn
`
XE V z f z , b y f z y f z .  .  .  . . n z 1 i 0
isn
X< <F k 1 q V z f z , .  . .z
5 .
`
XE V z f z , b y f z y f z .  .  .  . . 5 n z 1 i 0 z
isn
1r2X< <F k 1 q V z f z . .  . .z
 .Remark 1. We commend on the assumptions briefly. Condition A2 is
 .an assumption on the kernel function K ? . Many functions satisfy this
condition, for example, the ``square window'' functions, or the function
3 2< < < <1 y x , x F 1, .4K x s .  < <0, x ) 1,
 .  .etc. The condition HK x dx s 1 is not a restriction. Suppose HK x dx s
Ä Ä .  .  .c / 1. We can define a new function K x s K x rc . Clearly HK x dx0 0
 .s 1. Since K ? has bounded support,
< < iK x x dx - ` for each positive integer i . .H
 .  4In assumption A3 , we have removed the restrictive condition that xn
 4 w xand j are i.i.d. sequences as in 2, 10 . As mentioned before, this isk
particularly important for many applications in optimization, control, and
 4related problems. Suppose that x is a stationary uniform mixing se-n
<  < .  . <  .quence. Then an inequality E p x F y p x F w k y n holds, wheren k n
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 .  w x w x.  .w ? denotes the mixing rate see 5 or 1 . Suppose that  w k - `.k
 .Then the summability condition in A3 is verifiable.
 .Condition A4 assumes that a Liapunov function exists. The exact form
 .  .of V ? need not be known. Assumption A5 includes additive noise,
 4bounded non-additive noise, and unbounded non-additive noise. If a isn
< < 2a sequence of stationary w-mixing random variable satisfying E a - `,n
 < < 24then a is also a w-mixing sequence. By the well-known mixingn
 w x w x.inequality see 5, p. 82 or 1 , for any j G n,
< < 2 < < < 2 < < 2 < < < 2E a F E a y E a q E an j n j j j
< < 2F w j y n q E a - `, .Ä n
 . < < 2where w ? denotes the mixing rate. This shows that E a - ` includesÄ n n
 .many interesting situations. Similar assumptions as that of A6 have been
 w x.used in the past see 4 . Again, if the random sequences are certain
w-mixing processes, then the condition is easily verified. We are now in a
position to present the convergence theorem, which is inspired by the work
w xof Kushner 4 . The main idea is to compare the discrete iterates with that
of the dynamic system
z s p z f z , z 0 s z . 6 .  .  .  .Ç 0
 .  .THEOREM 1. Assume A1 ] A6 are satisfied. Then the following state-
ments hold:
v  4z is bounded w. p.1.n
v Let Z be defined as
XZ s z ; V z f z s 0 . .  . 4z
X .  .If V z f z F 0 for all z, then
n
z ª Z w. p.1.n
The above theorem presents convergence properties. The results here
w xare similar to that of the classical procedures in 4 . However, due to the
presence of the kernel function, as well as the randomized sequence, the
w xapproach in 4 is not directly applicable. Some modifications are neces-
n  .  .sary. By z ª Z, we mean that lim r z , Z s 0, where r ? is the usualn n n
 . < <distant function such that r z, Z s inf z y y .y g Z
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To investigate further, we wish to find the rate of convergence for the
passive recursive algorithms. In particular, we are aiming at deriving upper
bounds on the estimation errors. Although Theorem 1 is similar to that of
the classical counterpart, the upper bounds of the estimation errors reflect
very different phenomenon from that of the traditional approach, owing to
the explicit dependence of the smoothness of the functions under consid-
 .eration. To proceed, we replace A4 by the following condition.
 X.  . A4 Let 6 have a unique asymptotically stable point u in the
.sense of Liapunov . There is a twice continuously differentiable Liapunov
< <z ª`
 .  .  . <  . < function V ? such that V z G 0 for all z, V z ª `, V z F k 1 qz
1r2X<  .  . < .  .V z f z , and V ? is bounded uniformly. For any z / u , and forz z z
XÄ Ä .  .  .  .some l ) 0, V z f z F ylV z . Furthermore, V z is locally quadratic,z
 .  .X  .  < < 2 .i.e., V z s z y u Q z y u q o z y u , where Q is a symmetric posi-
tive definite matrix. In what follows, without loss of generality, we assume
that u s 0. We need another condition for deriving the upper bounds of
the estimation error.
 .  .  .A7 In addition to the assumption on f ? in A6 , assume the
following conditions hold:
v  .For each j , the partial derivatives of f ?, j up to the order of l
 .X rare continuous such that for all z s z , . . . , z g R , and for some1 r
< l  . l1 l r <M ) 0, ­ f z, j r­ z ??? ­ z F M, where l q ??? ql s l.r 1 r
v  .For the kernel K ? ,
zn1 ??? zn r K z dz s 0 for all 1 F n q ??? qn F 2 l y 3. .H 1 r 1 r
v  < .For each n, the partial derivatives of p ? F up to the order ln n
< i  < . i1 i r <are continuous and ­ p z F r­ z ??? ­ z F M for some M ) 0, wheren n 1 r
i q ??? qi s i, for i s l y 1 and i s l.1 r
Remark 2. In the condition above, it requires the integrals of the
kernel up to the order of l y 1 to be zero. Kernel functions satisfying such
conditions can be constructed easily. Hence this condition is hardly a
 .restriction. The main condition is on the smoothness of the function f ?
 .and the density p ? .
THEOREM 2. Take a s 1rng, for 0 - g F 1 and h s 1rn m withn n
 .  .  X.  .  .0 - m - 1. Under the conditions of A1 ] A3 , A4 , A5 ] A7 , for suffi-
ciently large n,
< < 2 y2 lq1.g r2 lq2.E z s O n . .n
 < .Remark 3. First, we point out that if we add the condition ``p x F ) 0k n
 .  < .  .for each x'' in A3 , the smoothness condition of p ? F in A7 can bek n
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reduced to l y 1. In lieu of a s 1rng, we may use a s arng for somen n
 .a ) 0. Nevertheless, the constant a can be absorbed in the function f ? .
 w x.In the previous work see 10 , dealing with the error bounds, the
authors concentrated on the case that a s 1rn only. In the actualn
computing, it is desirable to use larger step size, especially in the beginning
stage of the computation so as to force the iterates getting to a vicinity of
the true parameter faster. Thus it is necessary to consider the cases that
 .the step size is larger than O 1rn . Moreover, we point out that as in the
recent trends for improving the performance of the stochastic approxima-
 w x .tion algorithms via averaging see 11, 7, 13, 16 , etc. , it is crucial to allow
 .the step size to be larger than O 1rn . In the proof of the theorem, we
actually provide a way of choosing the window width which leads to the
desired order estimates.
3. W.P.1 CONVERGENCE
The object of this section is to derive the w.p.1 convergence of the
iterates as stated in Theorem 1. The approach we are using is the methods
of perturbed Liapunov function, which have been utilized successfully in
the past for analyzing recursive stochastic algorithms. We exploit the
natural connection of the discrete iteration and that of the continuous
 .dynamic systems. Using ODE ordinary differential equation methods to
analyze stochastic recursive algorithms was first proposed and investigated
w x w xby Ljung 9 , and Kushner and Clark 3 in the 1970s and subsequently was
developed and employed in a wide range of applications.
Proof of Theorem 1. In what follows, zq, zqq, z , z , and z allÄ Ã Ïn n n n n
represent points on the line segment joining z and z . We divide then nq1
proof into two steps. The first step establishes the w.p.1 boundedness and
the second step proves the convergence.
 4Step 1. Prove the boundedness of z . By virtue of the basicn
recursion,
E V z y V z .  .n nq1 n
a x y zn n nXs V z E K f x , j .  .z n n n n /h hn n
a2 x y z x y zn n n n nX qq E K f x , j V z K f x , j . .  . .n n n z z n n n2  /  /h hh n n2
7 .
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 .  4Since f z is F -measurable and g is a martingale difference se-2 n n n
quence,
E f z g s f z E g s 0, .  .n 2 n n 2 n n n
 .by virtue of a change of variable v s x y z rh , we haven n
a x y zn n nXV z E K f x , j .  .z n n n n /h hn n
a x y zn n nXs V z E K f z , j q f z , j x y z .  .  .  .z n n n n z n n n n /h hn n
Xq x y z f z , j x y z .  . .Ã .n n z z n n n n
a x y zn n nXs V z E K f z q E a q E f z , b .  .  .z n n 0 n n n n 1 n n /h hn n
X <q a h V z K v E f z , j vp z q h v F dv .  .  .  .Hn n z n n z n n n n n n
2 < < < < < < 2 <q O a h V z K v f z , j v p z q h v F dv .  .  .  .Ã . Hn n z n z z n n n n n n
a x y zn n nXs V z E K f z .  .z n n n /h hn n
a x y zn n nXq V z E K E a .z n n n n /h hn n
a x y zn n nXq V z E K E f z , b q f z y f z .  .  .  .z n n n 1 n n 0 n n /h hn n
X< <q O a h 1 q V z f z . 8 .  .  .  . .n n z n n
 .As for the second term in 7 ,
a2 x y z x y zn n n n nX qE K f x , j V z K f x , j .  . .n n n z z n n n2  /  /h hh n nn
22a x y zn n nF k E K f x , j .n n n2  /hh nn
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a2n
<F k K v p z q h v F dv .  .H n n n nhn
2 2 2 2 2< < < < < < < < < <= E f z q a q f z , b q f z g .  .  .n 0 n n 1 n n 2 n n
2 22 < < < < <q k a h K v p z q h v F v dv E f z .  . . ÏHn n n n n n n 0, z n
2 2 2< < < < < <qE f z , b q f z E g .  .Ï Ïn 1, z n n 2, z n n n
a2n X< <F k 1 q V z f z . 9 .  .  . .z n nhn
Noticing that
a x y zn n nXV z E K f z .  .z n n n /h hn n
X X< < <s a p z F V z f z q O a h V z f z , .  .  .  . .  .n n n n z n n n n z n n
 .and putting the estimates in 7 , yields
E V z y V z .  .n nq1 n
X <s a V z f z p z F .  .  .n z n n n n n
a x y zn n nXq V z E K E a .z n n n n /h hn n
a x y zn n nXq V z E K E f z , b q f z y f z .  .  .  .z n n n 1 n n 0 n n /h hn n
a2n X< <q O 1 q V z f z .  . .z n n /hn
X< <q O a h 1 q V z f z . 10 .  .  .  . .n n z n n
Define the perturbations by
` a x y zi i iXV z , n s V z E K E a .  .1 z n n i /h hi iisn
` a x y zi i iXV z , n s V z E K E f z , b q f z y f z . .  .  .  .  .2 z n n 1 i 0 /h hi iisn
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 .  .By virtue of A4 and A6 , we have
`
< < < < < < <V z , n F a V z E a K v p z q h v F dv .  .  .  . H1 n z n i i i i n
isn
X< <F k a 1 q V z f z . .  . .n z
Similarly,
X< < < <V z , n F k a 1 q V z f z . .  .  . .2 n z
 .  .Using the definitions of V ? and V ? , detailed computation leads to1 2
E V z , n q 1 y V z , n .  .n 1 nq1 1 n
a x y zn n ns y E K E an n n /h hn n
` a a x y zi n n nq E K n  /h h hi n nisnq1
=
x y zi iqf x , j V z E K E a . .  .n n z z n nq1 nq1 i /hi
 .  < .Noticing the boundedness of V ? and the boundedness of p ? F , byz z i n
 .virtue of A6 ,
a x y zn n n q< < < <E K f x , j V z .  .n n n z z n /h hn n
=
` ai
< < <K v p z q h v F dv E a .  . H i i i n nq1 i /hiisnq1
x y zn n2 qq< < < <F k a E K f z , j q f z , j x y z .  . . .n n n n z n n n n /hn
X2 < <F k a 1 q V z f z . .  . .n z n n
Therefore,
a x y zn n n
E V z , n q 1 y V z , n s y E K E a .  .n 1 nq1 1 n n n n /h hn n
X2 < <q O a 1 q V z f z . 11 .  .  . .  .n z n n
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Likewise,
E V z , n q 1 y V z , n .  .n 2 nq1 1 n
a x y zn n ns y E K E f z , b q f z y f z .  .  .n n 1 n n 0 n n /h hn n
X2 < <q O a 1 q V z f z . 12 .  .  . .  .n z n n
Ã .Define the perturbed Liapunov function V n as
ÃV n s V z q V z , n q V z , n . .  .  .  .n 1 n 2 n
 .  .Owing to 10 ] 12 ,
XÃ Ã <E V n q 1 y V n s a p z F V z f z .  .  .  . .n n n n n z n n
a2 a2n nX<q d p z F V z f z q z .  . .n n n n z n n nh hn n
XÄ Ä<q a h d p z F V z f z q a h z , .  . .n n n n n n z n n n n n
Ä Äwhere d , z , d , and z are uniformly bounded random variables.n n n n
Define
a2nXÃ Ã <m s V n q 1 y V n y a p z F V z f z y z .  .  .  . .n n n n n z n n nhn
a2n X<y d p z F V z f z .  . .n n n n z n nhn
XÄ Ä<y a h d p z F V z f z y a h z .  . .n n n n n n z n n n n n
and
ny1
M s m .n i
is1
It is easily seen that
ny1 2ai XÃ Ä <M s V n y a q d q a h d p z F V z f z .  .  . .n i i i i i i i i z i i /hiis0
ny1 2 ny1ai Äy z y a h z , i i i ihiis0 is0
and M is a martingale.n
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 .By the bounds on V ? , i s 1, 2,i
Ã< <V n G 1 y k a V z y k a G yk a . .  .  .n n n n
Define the stopping rules t , for i s 0, 1 asi
 4t s min n; z f Q0 n 0
 4t s min n G t ; z g Q .1 0 n 0
Ã .Now V n l t for n G t is a supper martingale bounded below by1 0
yk a .n
There is an N ) 0 such that for all n G N ,0 0
a d d a 1 1n nÄ Äz F , h z F , d F , h d F ,n n n n n nh 5 5 h 5 5n n
if z f Q . Consequently,n 0
4 1Ã ÃE V n q 1 y V n F ya d q a d F y d a . .  .  .n n n n5 5
As a result, z g Q infinitely often.n 0
  . 4For arbitrary l ) l , let Q s z; V z F l . By virtue of the defini-1 0 1 1
 .  .tion of m , similar to the previous calculation 10 ] 12 , with modifica-n
tions, we obtain that if z g Q then it is bounded w.p.1, and as a resultn 1
corresponding to such z ,n
a4n2 2 2 2< <m F k a q q a h .n n n n2 /hn
Recall that k is a generic positive constant. Define
 4t s min n G t ; z f Q .2 0 n 1
We then have
t y1 4n 2k ai2 2 2P sup m G « F E a q q a h i i i i2 / / « ht Fn-t iist ist0 2 0 0
` 4k ai2 2 2F a q q a h - `. 13 . i i i2 /« hiis0
We claim that eventually z will stay in Q w.p.1. That is, there is ann 1
N# G t such that for all n G N#, z g Q w.p.1. We establish this0 n 1
assertion by an argument of proof by contradiction. Suppose the assertion
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 .were not true. For any N# G t , there exits an n G N# such that V z0 ny1
 .F l but V z ) l . Consequently,1 n 1
V z F V z y a d q k a 1 q V z .  .  . .n ny1 n n ny1
F l y a d q k a 1 q l . .1 n n 1
 .Taking lim sup leads to lim sup V z F l , which is a contradiction. Thusn n 1
 4the boundedness of z is established.n
Step 2. Prove the convergence of the algorithm. In view of the fact
 .HK v dv s 1,
1 x y zn n
E K y p z .n n /h hn n
<s K v p z q h v F dv y p z .  . .H n n n n n
< <s K v p z q h v F y p z F dv .  .  .H n n n n n n n
<q p z F y p z . . .n n n n
 < .By virtue of the Lipschitz continuity of p z F and the estimate aboven n
1 x y zn nXa V z f z E K y p z .  .  .n z n n n n / /h hn n
X X< < <s a V z f z p z F y p z q O a h V z f z . .  .  .  .  . .  .n z n n n n n n n n z n n
Define
`
X <V z , n s a V z f z E p z F y p z . .  .  .  . . .0 i z n i n
isn
 .  .Owing to A3 and A4 ,
X< < < <V z , n F k a 1 q V z f z . .  .  . .0 n z
 4  < .  .Moreover, by the boundedness of z and the continuity of p ? F , p ? ,n i n
 .  .  .V ? , and f ? , together with the estimates in A3 ,z
E V z , n q 1 y V z , n .  .n 0 nq1 0 n




ÄV n s V z q V z , n . .  .  .n i n
is0
 4Using the detailed estimate as in Step 1 and noticing that z isn
bounded w.p.1,
a2nX 2Ä ÄE V n q 1 y V n s a p z V z f z q m q a h h q a h , .  .  .  .  . Ä Än n n z n n n n n n n nhn
 4  4  4where m , h , and h are sequences of uniformly bounded randomÄ Än n n
variables.
ny1  .  4 0 .Define t s  a , m t s max n; t F t . Let z ? be a piecewisen is0 i n
 .linear function, which equals z on y`, 0 , equals z at t for n G 0, and0 n n
 . n .is a linear interpolation of z and z in each t , t . Denote z t sn nq1 n nq1
0 . w xz t q t . Similar to the last part of the proof of Theorem 1 in 4 , byn
 .virtue of A1 ,
my1 nXsup V z y V z y a p z V z f z ª 0 w.p.1 .  .  .  .  .m n i i z i i
mGn isn
n n nsup V z t y V z 0 15 .  .  . .  .
tG0
 .m t qt y1n nXy a p z V z f z ª 0 w.p.1. .  .  . i i z i i
isn
 4  w x.By the w.p.1 boundedness of z , it can be shown similar to 3, 4n
 n .4z ? is uniformly bounded and equicontinuous. By virtue of the
Ascoli]Arzela's theorem, we may pick out a convergent subsequence,
which converges uniformly on bounded intervals and still denote it by
 n .4  .z ? with limit z ? . We have
t XV z t s V z 0 q p z s V z s f z s ds. .  .  .  .  . .  .  .  .  .H z
0
X .  .  .Consequently, 15 implies if V z f z F 0 for all z thenz
n Xz ª z ; p z V z f z s 0 . .  .  . 4n z
 .However, p z ) 0 for all z; the desired result thus follows.
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4. BOUNDS ON ESTIMATION ERRORS
For passive stochastic approximation algorithms, less information is
known compared with that of the standard stochastic approximation meth-
ods. As a result, it is expected that the rate of convergence is slower than
that of the standard ones. In this section, we take a closer scrutiny on this
issue.
In standard stochastic approximation algorithms, under broad condi-
tions, one can establish upper bounds on the estimation errors. Suppose
g < < 2  g .that a s 1rn , for 0 - g F 1. Then E z s O 1rn for sufficientlyn n
 .large n recall that in this case z and x coincide . In deriving such an n
 .result one usually uses a locally quadratic Liapunov function V ? for the
corresponding dynamical system. The error bounds above depend mainly
on the step size. This picture changes for the passive stochastic approxima-
tion algorithms. In what follows, we prove that the error bounds will not
only depend on the step size, but also they depend on the smoothness of
 .the density and the smoothness of the function f ? .
 .Proof of Theorem 2. In view of the locally quadratic structure of V ? ,
X 1 X X< <  .  .for all z with z sufficiently small, V z G z Qz y z Qz s 3r4 z Qz, and4
by virtue of the Rayleigh quotient,
< < 2 y1 Xz F r z Qz F kV z for some k ) 0, .Ã Ã0
where r ) 0 is the minimal eigenvalue of Q recall that Q is positive0
.definite . This, together with Theorem 1, then implies that for sufficiently
< < 2  .large n, E z is bounded above by EV z . Thus to obtain the desiredn n
< < 2  .  y2 lq1.g r2 lq2..estimate on E z , it suffices to show EV z s O n .n n
The proof is by the perturbed Liapunov function methods again. We
 .  .  .obtain 7 and 9 as before. There are some changes for 8 , however. By
virtue of Taylor expansion,
ly1 n1 ­ f z , j . n l< <f x , j s f z , j q x y z q O x y z , .  .  .  . n n1 rn ! ­ z ??? z1 n< <n s1
 .where n s n , . . . , n is a multi-index, with1 r
< < n n 1 n rn s n q ??? qn , n !s n ! ??? n !, z s z ??? z .1 r 1 r 1 r
l  . l1 l r l  . l1Note the ­ f z , j r­ z ??? ­ z should be interpreted as ­ f z, j r­ zn n 1 r n 1
l r < ??? ­ z . Although there is a slight abuse of notation subscripts usedzszr n
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.as both components and iteration numbers , there should be no confusion
from the context.
Consequently,
a x y zn n nXV z E K f x , j .  .z n n n n /h hn n
a x y zn n nXs V z E K .z n n  /h hn n
=
ly1 n1 ­ f z j .n n n
f z , j q x y z .  .n n n nn n1 r n ! ­ z ??? ­ z1 r< <n s1
< < lqO x y z . 16 . .n n /
While the estimate for
a x y zn n nXV z E K f z , j .  .z n n n n /h hn n
 .is the same as before, the estimate for the last term in 16 leads to
a x y zn n n lX < <V z E K O x y z .  .z n n n n /h hn n
l < < < < l <F k a h V z K v v p z q h v F dv .  .  .Hn n z n n n n n
F O a hl 1 q V z . . . .n n n
 .Similar to the expansion of f ? , we also have
< <p z q h v F s p z F .  .n n n n n n n
ly2 p <­ p z F .n n n p ly1< <q h v q O h v . 17 .  . . n np p1 r­ z ??? ­ z1 r< <p s1
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 .  .For the middle term in the square bracket of 16 , by virtue of A7 ,
ly1 na x y z 1 ­ f z , j .n n n n n nXV z E K x y z .  .z n n n nn n1 r /h h n ! ­ z ??? ­ zn n 1 r< <n s1
ly1 n1 ­ f z , j .n nX ns a V z h E . n z n n n n n1 rn ! ­ z ??? ­ z1 r< <n s1
= n1 n r <K v v ??? v p z q h v F dv .  .H 1 r n n n n
ly1 n1 ­ f z , j .n nX ns a V z h E . n z n n n n n1 rn ! ­ z ??? ­ z1 r< <n s1
= n1 n r <K v v ??? v p z F dv .  .H 1 r n n n
ly1 n1 ­ f z , j .n nX n nq a V z h E K v v p dv .  . Ã Hn z n n n nn n1 rn ! ­ z ??? ­ z1 r< <n s1
s O a hl 1 q V z , . . .n n n
where
ly2 p <­ p z F .n n p ly1< <p s h v q O h v . .Ã  .n n np p1 r­ z ??? ­ zr< <p s1
 < .  .Using the expansion of p ? F , and the fact HK v dv s 1, we have thatn n
1 x y zn nX <a V z f z E K y p z F .  .  .n z n n n n n n / /h hn n
X < <s a V z f z K v p z q h v F dv y p z F .  .  .  .  .Hn z n n n n n n n n n /
ly1 p <1 ­ p z F .n n np ps K v h v dv . H n p p1 rp! ­ z ??? ­ z1 r< <p s1
lXl < < < <q O a h V z f z K v v dv .  .  . . Hn n z n n
Xl < <s O a h V z f z . .  . .n n z n n
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 .Gathering the estimates in the preceding derivations, in lieu of 10 , we
have
XE V z y V z s a V z f z p z .  .  .  .  .n nq1 n n z n n n
X <q a V z f z p z F y p z .  .  . . .n z n n n n n n
a x y zn n nXq V z E K E a .z n n n n /h hn n
a x y zn n nXq V z E K .z n n  /h hn n
= f z q E f z , b y f z .  .  .0 n n 1 n n n
a2n X< <q O 1 q V z f z .  . .z n n /hn
Xl < <q O a h 1 q V z f z . 18 .  .  . .  .n n z n n
 X.  .   .Owing to A4 and the boundedness of p ? in particular, p ? is
Ä.bounded below from 0 , there is a l ) 0 with 0 - l - l such that
XV z f z p z F ylV z . .  .  .  .z n n n n
XÄ .  . <  .  . < Define V ? for i s 0, 1, 2 and V n as before. Since V z f z F k 1i z
 ..q V z , we obtain
a2nÄ ÄE V n q 1 y V n F yla V z q O 1 q V z .  .  .  . .n n n n /hn
q O a hl 1 q V z . . . .n n n
 .Based on the bounds of V ? for i s 0, 1, 2, we also havei
a2nÄ Ä Ä ÄE V n q 1 y EV n F yla V n q O 1 q V n .  .  .  . .n n  /hn
l Äq O a h 1 q V n . . .  .n n
For n large enough, i.e., there is some N such that for some D ) 0 with1
0 - D F 1 and for all n G N ,1
anD lqDlh y k y k h G l ) 0n n 01yDhn
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for some l ) 0 with l ) l ) 0. Hence,0 0
Ä D Ä 2 lEV n q 1 F 1 y l a rh EV n q k a rh q k a h .  . .0 n n n n n n
n a a ai i i lqDÄF A EV N q A q h , . n , N y1 1 ni iD 1yD D1  /h h hi i iisN1
where
n¡ D1 y l a rh , if j / n; . 0 j j~A s ksjq1n j ¢1, if j s n.
 .Using the bounds on V ? for i s 0, 1, 2, we also obtaini
EV z F A EV z .  .nq1 n , N y1 N1 1
n a a ai i i lqDq A q h q O a . 19 .  . n , i i nD 1yD D /h h hi i iisN1
Substitute a s 1rng and h s 1rn m into the equation. Without loss ofn n
generality, assume that N is chosen large enough such that A F1 n, N1
k nygymD ..
By means of a summation by parts,
n n1 1 1
A s A ni ni2gym gymD gymqmDi i iisN isN1 1
n1 1
s A nigymqmD gymDn iisN1
ny1 i1 1 1
q y A .  n jgymqmD gymqmD gymD /i ji q 1 .isN jsN1 1
20 .
Notice that
n n1 1 1 1
A s A y A s 1 y A F . .  . ni ni n , iy1 n , N y1gymD 1l l li 0 0 0isN isN1 1
 . ygymqmD .The first term on the last line of 20 is bounded above by k n .
As for the second term, without loss of generality, we may assume that N1
is large enough that
1rn1qgymqmD F 1r2 1rn2gym for all n G N . .  . 1
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Owing to the fact that
1 1 1 g y m q mD 1
y s q O ,
gymqmD gymqmD gymqmD 2 / /ii i ii q 1 .
i 1
A s A y A F A , n j ni n , N y1 nigymD 1jjsN1
coupled with g y m q mD F g - 1, we have
ny1 i1 1 1
y A  n jgymqmD gymqmD gymD /i ji q 1 .isN jsN1 1
ny1 1
F A ni 1qgymqmDiisN1
n1 1
F A . ni 2gym2 iisN1
 .It then follows from 20 and the above estimate
n n1 k 1 1
A F q A , ni ni2gym gymqmD 2gym2i n iisN is11
which implies that
n 1 1
A s O . 21 . ni 2gym gymqmD /i nisN1
Similarly, we obtain that
n 1 1 1
A s O . 22 . ni gymD m lqD .  lqD .m /i i nisN1
 .  .Combining 19 ] 22 ,
1 1 1
EV z s O q O q O . .n gymD gymqmD  lqD .m /  /  /n n n
To balance the first and the second terms on the right-hand side above, we
1select D s . To balance the second and the last terms, we need to choose2
 .m s gr l q 1 . Consequently, the desired order estimate follows.
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COROLLARY 3. As l ª `.
< < 2 ygE z s O n .n
for sufficiently large n.
Remark 4. It is interesting to observe how the upper bounds depend on
the smoothness of the function under consideration. For example, if l s 2,
< < 2  y5 r6.g .the theorem indicates that E z s O n . Thus the convergencen
 yg .rate is slightly slower than the classical rate O n . The rates of conver-
gence of the passive stochastic approximation algorithm increase as the
smoothness of the function increases. Such a concept is very different from
the traditional stochastic approximation methods.
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
This paper focues on the w.p.1 convergence and error bounds of a class
of passive stochastic approximation algorithms. The corresponding weak
convergence theorem can be obtained see the related work for constant
w x.step size and window width algorithms 16 . If a large dimensional prob-
lem is encountered, we may wish to use paralllel processing methods with
 w x.multiprocessors see Kushner and Yin 8 . Further research can be di-
rected to obtaining results of large deviation type as well as to passive
algorithms with constraints and projections.
As in the traditional stochastic approximation methods, there are con-
tinuous time counterpart of the passive recursive algorithms. In this case,
the difference equations are replaced differential equations. We may wish
to study the decreasing step size algorithms of the form:
a x y zt t t
z s K f x , j , z 0 s z , .  .Ç t t 0 /h ht t
or constant step size and constant window width algorithms
« x y zt t
z s K f x , j , z 0 s z . .  .Ç t t 0 /d d
The corresponding asymptotic properties can be obtained.
As mentioned previously, renewed interests have been shown in design-
wing asymptotic optimal version of stochastic approximation algorithms 7,
x11, 13, 14, 15 . The main ingredient of such procedures is the use of
averaging of the iterates andror the averaging of the iterates and mea-
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surements. Similar multi-step passive stochastic approximation algorithms
can be designed. They take the forms
a x y zn n n
z s z q K f x , j , .nq1 n n n /h hn n
n1
z s zn in is1
w xfor the postaveraging algorithm 7, 11, 13 , and
na x y zn i i
z s z q K f x , j .nq1 n i i /h hn iis1
n1
z s zn in is1
w xfor the smoothed algorithm 15 . The step size sequences may be selected
1g min the following way: a s 1rn , h s 1rn , and - g y m - 1. It isn n 2
conceivable that the arithmetic averaging will also play an important role
in improving the performance of the passive stochastic approximation
algorithms.
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